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Officers for 2009 Named

• Vice President - Kermit

Calm winds and clear
skies,
Wenger
Tom Henry

President’s Message
Tom Henry
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3883 Saltillo Rd
Roca, NE 68430

membership. I believe that if the
chapter doesn’t have a direction and a
goal it will slowly die. If you care about
The
officers
for chapter,
2009 were
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the
future
of your
get involved.
at the October
When
Volunteer.
Make meeting.
your needs
and
desires
officers. please
Lets all
you known
see to the
them,
work
together to make 2009 a great
congratulate:
year for EAA Chapter 569! Besides I’m
going
to bring it - up
at Henry
every meeting
• President
Tom
until we get something done! : - )

Happy February everyone. Don’t forget to
give your sweetie at least a nice card on
Valentine’s Day. They deserve it for putting
up with your aviation addiction!

Have any old magazines??
If you have any old aviation magazines
that you no longer want, Diane Bartels,
Aviation Historian, may just take them
off your hands.
She’s particularly
interested in AOPA, EAA Sport Aviation,
Air & Space and Air Force. She’ll even
come pick them up.

I hope that everyone has sent in his or
her comments on the TSA’s Large Aircraft
Security Plan (LASP). I believe that we are
next in line people. EAA is now urging us
all to contact our representatives in
the
House
and
Senate.
Go
to
http://www.eaa.org/news/2009/2009-0122_proposals.asp on the EAA website for
further information. I am not going to sit on
my behind and get run over by
bureaucracy and hope you don’t either.
As of the January EAA 569 Breakfast in
Crete we are significantly down in
membership numbers. Everyone please
send your 2009 dues to the new Chapter
Treasurer, John Schwery if you haven’t
already done so.
I mentioned “Strategic Planning” at the
January meeting. I haven’t received any
feedback, suggestions or ideas from the

If you can help Diane out, she can be
contacted by any the following means:
Home: (402) 489-3059
Cell: (402) 429-3342
Email: DBSharpie@aol.com.
If you email Diane, please put EAA
Magazines in the subject line.
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• Secretary - Dean Hoy

Rivet Gun Notes
(This article originally appeared in the
January, 1988 issue of EAA Sport
Aviation.)
By Tony Bingelis
Installing solid rivets in an aircraft
structure requires considerably more
know-how and skill than does working
with pop rivets. For one thing, you can
install those hollow-core pop rivets
working alone with only a simple hand
operated pop riveter . . . even if you
don't have access to the back side of
the parts being riveted together. It is
sometimes called "blind riveting".
Unfortunately, it's quite different with
solid rivets. You do not enjoy the luxury
of that pop rivet "blind" feature because
you absolutely must have access to
both sides of the parts being riveted.
Sometimes it even takes two people.
Furthermore, you will have to become
proficient in the use of a few special
tools.
The Riveting Process In Brief
Three basic tools are involved. A rivet
gun, a bucking bar and a rivet set.
To drive (set/upset) a solid rivet after it
has been inserted in a rivet hole, the
protruding stem (shank end) of the rivet
must be backed up or bucked by a
"bucking bar". Then, and only then, the
other end — the one with the
manufactured head — can be "driven",
or "set", by impacts from a rivet gun
fitted with the correct rivet set, or by the
hammering blows of a hand wielded ball
peen hammer. (A solid rivet can also be
"set" with a rivet squeezer.)
The net effect of this coordinated
hammering and bucking action causes
the rivet to swell, filling its hole tightly.
Then, as the blows (impacts on the
rivet) continue, the shank end of the
rivet
becomes
compressed
and
flattened, forming what is known as a
"shophead".
Properly
set,
the
compressed rivet solidly locks the
riveted parts together permanently.
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There can be no doubt that such an
assembly, riveted together with solid
rivets, is more reliable, and generally
stronger than one similarly put together
with pop rivets.
Although pop rivets are easier to
install, they are complex to manufacture
and, as you might expect, are more
expensive to use than the solid type
rivets. Futhermore, pop rivets are more
likely to loosen under prolonged
vibration. Another disadvantage, pop
rivets, being hollow, also introduces the
need for sealing each of the holes in the
installed rivet heads. This must be done
not only to seal out moisture and
corrosion, but also to improve overall
appearance.
Selecting Your Rivet Gun
If you don't already own a suitable rivet
gun and are in the market for one, check
around with other builders before you
buy. Be sure you get the type of gun you
need. Don't goof and be fooled into
buying an air hammer or air chisel just
because the price is enticing. Although
the thing might look like a rivet gun, and
sound much like one, too, a rivet gun it
ain't. The problem with an air hammer is
that it simply hits too hard and too fast. If
you try using it as a rivet gun, you will
stand a good chance of denting and
damaging the soft aluminum skin
around the rivet you are attempting to
drive (set).
A rivet gun's blows, on the other hand,
are typically slower and you can
exercise far better trigger control over its
impact rate.
It's hard to tell one type of gun from
the other by appearance alone.
Sometimes a rivet gun will have the
term "riveter" embossed on the side of
its barrel or housing, but not always.
Other identifying information to look for
is the size or capacity of the rivet gun.
For example, most aircraft rivet guns are
rated as 2X, 3X or 4X. The numbered "X
rating" gives you a fair indication of the
size rivets a particular gun can readily
drive. A 2X gun should be able to drive
your 3/32" and 1/8" rivets with ease. A
more powerful 3X rivet gun has a

designated capacity for handling rivet
diameters up to 3/16". A still heavier 4X
gun would be needed to drive 1/4"
rivets.
Be sure the rivet gun you select takes
the standard .401 shank diameter tools
and that it has an easy working throttle
(trigger), one that allows positive control
over the gun's impact rate. Install an air
tool regulator (they are inexpensive),
and it can help you with the control of
the rivet gun. (Guns can, typically,
produce up to 2000 to 2500 blows per
minute.)
Compressed Air Source
Requirement
Of course, to operate any air tool (rivet
gun, air drill, paint spray gun, etc.) you
must have an adequate supply of
compressed air. That means you will
need an air compressor.
It doesn't take much of a compressor
to operate either an air drill or a rivet
gun. However, if later you expect to
spray paint your own airplane, be
advised that the typical spray gun can
use a lot of air. You may, therefore,
have to plan on a larger compressor,
say one with a 20 gallon tank and a 7
cfm (cubic foot per minute) capacity
because one much smaller than that
might not be able to keep up with your
spray gun.
Rivet Gun Accessories
Before you can drive a single rivet,
your rivet gun will have to be fitted with
the proper rivet set for the type of rivet
to be driven.
Rivet Sets — You can drive any size
flush head (countersunk) rivets with a
single 'Hush set" (with or without an
added protective rubber guard that is
sold separately). On the other hand, you
will need several different size rivet sets
for driving universal head rivets, or any
other kind of raised head rivets.
Each raised head rivet size requires
the use of a similar size "cupped rivet
set" as it is sometimes called. That is
because the driving end of the set will
have a cup-like depression that
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conforms to and fits over the rivet head
shape and size to be driven.
To retain a rivet set in the rivet gun,
a coiled retainer spring is screwed onto
the end of the gun. There are two types.
One is a "beehive-like" coiled spring,
and the other is just a coiled spring with
looped ends that looks like something
went awry during its fabrication.
You can insert a rivet set in a rivet gun
fitted with either type of retainer spring
simply by unscrewing the coiled spring.
However, that is doing it the hard way. It
is far more convenient to discard the
"beehive" spring retainer and install the
other, quick change type.
After screwing the quick change
retainer spring onto the gun barrel,
simply deflect the looped end of the
retainer spring to one side slightly with
your thumb when you want to remove or
install a different rivet set. This quick
change feature permits you to quickly
change from one rivet set to another
without unscrewing the retainer spring.
Many builders have used their similarly
fitted rivet gun for months, never
realizing that they could remove and
install any kind of rivet set without first
unscrewing the retainer spring.
Rivet sets can be obtained with either
long or short shanks to drive the same
size rivet. For that matter, they even
make offset (curved) rivet sets which
can be used to help you get at rivets in
difficult locations.
I would recommend the acquisition of
one long and one short cupped rivet set
for each size rivet you will be using
(3/32" and 1/8" rivets, primarily). For
example, you might need a long rivet set
(about 5-1/2" long) to rivet in your
aileron brackets. As for an offset rivet
set, it might be just the thing for setting
rivets in corners where a straight rivet
set won't reach.
Bucking Bars — They are dumb
looking hunks of hardened steel with
polished ends. These heavy steel tools
are sometimes endowed with weird
shapes and protuberances. Although no
bucking bar entry could ever win a blue
ribbon at an arts and crafts show, a rivet
gun would be a lonely useless thing
without
one
of
these
working
companions.
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The bucking bar used for a particular
job must be held firmly and squarely
against the end of the rivet shank while
the rivet gun is doing its hammering act
on the opposite end.
Before using a bucking bar for the first
time, check to see that its edges are
slightly rounded and free of burrs. If not,
smooth them yourself with a file or on a
bench grinder. This will keep the bar
from gouging into and scratching the
adjacent aluminum surface during the
bucking action. It is also helpful to wrap
your bucking bars with duct tape for the
same reason. Wrap all but the hardened
polished bucking ends.
If you have a particularly vexing
bucking bar access problem, you may
have to design your own from a piece of
scrap steel. The steel piece you intend
to grind to some special shape you need
should be quite heavy. Unfortunately, it
may be hard to design and make a
heavy bar that can reach into a narrow
confined space.
Generally speaking, a bucking bar that
is at least as heavy as the rivet gun
seems to be the most effective.
However, you may seldom realize this
ideal. Actually, you will probably be quite
satisfied to use a bucking bar weighing
about 2 Ibs. against 3/32" rivets, and
one weighing approximately 3 Ibs.
against 1/8" rivets. More often than not,
though, you will find the bucking bars
you are using the most weigh somewhat
less.
Good Riveting Practices
Adjust the compressor air pressure,
and the regulator at the rivet gun, if
necessary, by adjusting the gun valve
so that the impacts produced by a
cupped rivet set, when held against a
wood surface, just dents the wood.
(This, of course, would be somewhat
less than demolishing the wood.)
The proper pressure at the gun is a far
lower pressure than that most builders
assume to be essential. Would you
believe a mere 25 psi is all you need for
3/32" rivets, and a slightly higher, 40 psi,
for 1/8" rivets? If you balk at that low 25
psi setting, why not give 40 psi a try for
both rivet sizes, and alter the pressure

later to suit your own gun handling
technique.
Take care — although driving larger
rivets will take up to 90 psi of
compressed air at the gun, that same
high pressure, when directed against a
smaller rivet, could cause you to lose
control of your rivet gun action and dent
the heck out of the surrounding
aluminum skin.
Here is something else to remember.
Since many of us use an air drill that
operates far better with 90 psi than with
25 psi, we have the problem of
remembering to cut down the pressure
for riveting. Try to develop the habit of
verifying the compressed air pressure
before picking up any pneumatic tool —
especially the rivet gun. All it would take
is a single squeeze of the trigger to ruin
your day.

Always try to use the correct length
rivet. It should be long enough to
penetrate the parts to be riveted and still
protrude to a length approximately 1-1/2
times the rivet diameter. In other words,
a 1/8" diameter rivet should stick out
about 3/16" (certainly not less than 1/8")
before it is bucked.
Next, be sure the parts to be riveted
are in close contact with each other. Put
clecos in the adjacent holes if
necessary. Incidentally, when riveting
sheets of different thicknesses, the
manufactured head of the rivet normally
goes against the thinner skin, whenever
practical.
Now, if it is a raised head rivet you
intend to drive, select the correct size
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cupped rivet set and insert it in the rivet
gun.
Incidentally, when using a cupped rivet
set it is a good idea to stick a piece of
masking tape over the end of the rivet
set to help keep the rivet head and
adjacent skin from picking up tool marks
during riveting.
Place the rivet set squarely on the rivet
head and hold the rivet gun so that it is
perpendicular to the surface. The rivet
gun set must be pushed hard against
the rivet head, forcing tightly against the
skin.
At the same time, have someone
position a suitable bucking bar squarely
on the protruding rivet shank exerting
sufficient force so that you, as the
"gunner", can tell that the bucking bar is
in position.
Bucking bar pressure must always be
positive against the rivet shank, but
must not be so much that it overpowers
the pressure being exerted by the
gunner. Actually, the pressure should be
light enough to allow the bar to vibrate in
unison with the rivet gun while the rivet
is being driven. When you have to do
the riveting and bucking alone, this
coordination problem doesn't arise.
However, when two people are involved
(a gunner and a bucker), a method of
communication should be agreed upon.
You can resort to an exchange of
remarks like, "Ready?", "Not yet.", "You
on it?", "O.K.?", O.K.", "Hit it again.", etc.
Get the idea?
The rivet gun must never be triggered
unless it is pressed hard against the
rivet head, and the bucking bar is firmly
against the rivet shank and not resting
on some adjacent flange or previously
installed rivet. The force being applied
through the rivet set to the rivet head
must never be slackened or removed
while the gun is triggered. To do so
would allow the rivet set to bounce
wildly on the rivet head, creasing it, and
possibly damaging the skin as well.
Along that same line of thought, the
bucker must never, never remove the
bucking bar while the gun is triggered —
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even if he/she sees that the rivet is
Minutes of the Club Meeting
being flattened excessively. A bad rivet
can always be drilled out but a dented
skin will always remain as stark
Meeting called to order on January 6,
evidence of that blunder.
2009 by Tom Henry at 7:30pm.
Avoid teasing the gun trigger to the
A few visitors attended the meeting.
degree that it hammers too lightly and
for too long on the rivet because that
Tom encouraged members to voice
may cause it to work harden and crack.
their opposition to the Transportation
A single short burst yielding about a half
Security
Administration’s
(TSA)
dozen sharp impacts should be all that
proposal
of
stringent
scrutiny
and
is needed to set a rivet properly.
restrictive
limits
on
the
operation
of
You can rivet in a lot of places without
all
aircraft
exceeding
12,500
pounds.
help if you can reach both sides of the
If it happens, it could someday be
work. When riveting small parts, always
expanded to include all general
try to clamp them in a vise, or otherwise
aviation aircraft.
immobilize them whenever possible.
That will enable you to hold the rivet gun
The Chapter lost money on the
in one hand, and the bucking bar in the
Christmas Party.
other knowing that the parts will not
move around and mess up your riveting.
The Chapter is looking to sponsor a
Inspect each driven rivet, but don't
student for a Young Eagles camp.
make a fetish of it. That is, do use a
Contact Tom Trumble or a board
small inspection mirror and flashlight if
member for more details or if you
necessary to check the shopheads on
have someone you would like to
the backside wherever you can.
nominate.
However, skip the magnifying glass,
feeler gage and rivet gage routine for
Strategic Planning. Tom is looking
every rivet. Using a rivet gage initially for
for input or ideas regarding the long
the very first dozen or so rivets you have
term mission and objectives of the
bucked is O.K. But after that you should
Chapter.
be able to judge well enough to know a
properly driven rivet from a bad one —
Brad Stauffer ended the meeting with
without measuring every one.
an informative program discussing
If a rivet has been insufficiently driven
the rules of Light Sport Aircraft.
and the formed head stands too tall, it is
perfectly acceptable to restrike it. Don't
Minutes of the Executive
overdo it though and smash it down too
much.
Meeting
Remove every rivet that is poorly
driven or otherwise damaged. This is a The January 17, 2009 meeting was
metal
working
tradition
worth attended by: Tom Henry, Kermit
perpetuating.
Wenger, John Schwery, Dean Hoy and
Doug Volkmer.
Huh? What Did You Say?
One
very
important
final
recommendation. Wear a hearing
protector headset, ear plugs or both to
block out that sporadic rivet gun noise
generated during your riveting sessions
. . . and how about a set for your helper?

A thank you letter was drafted to
Duncan Aviation, thanking them for the
use of the conference room for our
monthly meetings.
Kermit has contacted a few builders and
asked them to give us updates for the
February program.
Some various
discussed.

ideas/projects

were

Dean Hoy, Secretary
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Accident Report
Accident occurred:
Monday, October 06, 2008 in Iowa
City, IA
Probable Cause Approval Date:
12/3/2008
Aircraft: CESSNA 150M, registration:
N533JR
Injuries: 1 Serious.
The pilot planned a local night flight to
an airport approximately 16 miles
north-northwest of the departure
airport. He noted that the fuel gauges
indicated nearly full on the left fuel
tank and about 1/3 on the right fuel
tank. The pilot indicated that he had
not visually checked the fuel level
prior to flight, but had relied on the
fuel gauge indications. He reported
that after departure, the flight
proceeded to the intermediate airport
as planned. He executed a practice
Instrument Landing System (ILS)
approach and landed without incident.
The pilot stated that before the return
flight, the fuel gauges indicated "a
little less than full" on the left fuel tank
and about 1/4 on the right fuel tank.
After takeoff, the flight proceeded
direct to the intended destination at
2,500 feet mean sea level (msl). With
no reported traffic in the area, the pilot
selected a straight-in approach.
However, about 3/4 of a mile from the
runway the engine began to lose
power. His efforts to restore full power
were not successful. The mixture
control had not been adjusted after
takeoff and was at full rich for the
entire flight. He attempted to stretch
the glide to reach the runway, but the
left wing struck a tree during the
approach. The airplane subsequently
impacted an adjacent roadway. A
post accident inspection by a Federal
Aviation
Administration
inspector
revealed that the fuel tanks did not
appear to be breached, and that only
a small amount of fuel remained in
the fuel tanks. A review of the
airplane flight log and fueling records
revealed that it had been flown 3.4

hours since it was last refueled.
Manufacturer's documentation noted
that the airplane’s fuel capacity was
26 gallons total, with 22.5 gallons
usable. Fuel consumption ranged
from 4.9 gallons per hour (gph) at 65percent power to 5.9 gph at 78percent power (full throttle) at 2,000
feet pressure altitude. Approximately
an additional 0.8 gallons are
consumed during start-up, taxi, and
takeoff.
The National Transportation Safety
Board determines the probable
cause(s) of this accident as follows:
Fuel exhaustion due to the pilot's
failure to visually verify that sufficient
fuel was on-board prior to flight.

Balloons
Learn how balloons fly
•

Accomplish a simple hotair balloon
demonstration

•

Design, build and fly a
plastic hot-air balloon
model

Aeromodeling
•

Build and fly a simple
balsa glider

•

Build and fly a rubber
powered model

Rocketry
Learn how model rockets are
flown and controlled

Young Eagles Camp

•

Build and fly a model
rocket

Chapter 569 would like to send an
interested Young Eagle to Oshkosh, WI
in June for a Young Eagles camp. If
you know of someone who would be a
good candidate, please let Tom Trumble
know. Tom’s number is 464-3089.

•

Launch, record data and
recover model rockets

Airplanes
Learn about aviation history and
flight

A little about the camp:
The EAA Young Eagles Camp is
designed as an introduction to the
wonderful world of aviation. This new
program will use small group activities
and close counselor relationships to
present the basics of flight in a "science
camp" format that is a unique
combination of fun and discovery.
Activities at the EAA Young Eagles
Camp are designed to interest and
challenge 12 and 13 year olds and
include such activities as:

•

Tour the EAA AirVenture
Museum

•

Fly EAA’s Flight
Simulators

•

Visit Pioneer Airport

•

Watch flight
demonstrations

•

Experience the thrill of
flight in both an airplane
and helicopter

•

Build an actual aircraft
wing rib
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Events

EAA 569
st

York Airport (JYR), EAA Chapter 1055 Fly-in breakfast on the 1 Saturday of every
month. 0800-1000. Pilots eat free.
rd

Crete Airport (CEK), EAA Chapter 569 Fly-in breakfast on the 3 Saturday of every
month. 0800-1000.

Membership Renewal
The time has come to pay your
dues and renew your membership
for the 2009 year.
In 2006, we made a concerted
effort to update our membership
lists with correct address and
phone numbers. Please fill out the
Membership Form on the Chapter
website at www.eaa569.org and
mail it to John Schwery.
His
address is
John Schwery
12720 SW Gray Fawn Dr
Roca, NE 68430

John Cox
2279 County Road 2425
Dewitt, Nebraska 68541-2518

